Hygiene Protocol
Updated: September 14, 2020

Introduction
Our hygiene protocol is based on the mandatory measures imposed by the Federal Government of the
state of Lower Saxony to prevent the spread of the Coronavirus. It is frequently revised and will be
adjusted to current federal regulations.
The measures of our protocol are mandatory for everyone visiting or working at the
Landesmusikakademie Niedersachsen (LMA) – participants, lecturers and staff. They are to be
followed at all time, including workshops, breaks and leisure time – during the entire stay on our
premises.
LMA staff will ensure that the hygiene protocol is being followed.
The visit to our institution is at your own risk.

Regulations and Recommendations
for occupancy, educational activities and public events
Apart from the following general guidelines (no check-in or personal contact in case of any symptoms
of a disease such as cold or temperature, physical distancing, regular hand washing,
coughing/sneezing in the crook of one’s arms, wearing a protective mask covering mouth and nose)
the subsequent measures are mandatory at our institution:

1. Arrival and Check-In
Check-in and check-out times are given in our user contract. These are to be complied at any rate in
order to avoid overlapping checking-in and -out of different groups which might cause a situation
impossible to control.
When entering, staying at and leaving the premises of the LMA, physical distancing rules must strictly
be observed. Distancing indicators and floor markings in the entrance and reception area are also
provided to help.
Upon check-in you will be given a brief introduction to our hygiene protocol. Afterwards the keys to
any booked workshop and meeting rooms are handed out to you.
At the end of your event or workshop the keys to any of our rooms are to be returned immediately.
The final closing time of your workshop or event will then be updated on your list of participants.

2. Physical Distancing Rules
A distance of 1.50 m between people of different households must be obtained at all times, in
particular to members of other groups being guests of our institution at the same time.
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It is mandatory to bring and wear a community mask in all public areas of the house, even though we
do not provide our guests with masks. These public areas include in particular the foyer, the corridors
on all floors throughout the house, the sanitary facilities and the leisure room. Staff as well as guests
are obliged to wear their masks any time they move around. They may only take it off at their desk,
in their own room, when seated in the cafeteria.
The elevator may only be used by a maximum of two people wearing a community mask.

3. Hand hygiene
All toilets as well as several hand disinfection stations at central points in the house are provided
with soap and disinfectant available for staff and guests.
Contact with door handles or elevator control buttons is to be avoided – for example by using the
elbows.

4. Toilets
Instead of public toilets and to avoid overcrowding or queueing, the en-suite bathroom of one’s
booked room at the hostel (Jugendgästehaus/JGH) should be used, if possible.

5. Floor Markings and Distancing Indicators
In order to minimize encounters, floor markings provide information with regards to possible paths
and directions (one-way, single-track) and narrow spaces (entries and exits to the building, reception
area, staircases, doors and locks to the meeting and event rooms). In principle, rules of right-hand
traffic apply throughout the house (“always keep to the right”). People who exit have priority over
people who enter (“right of way”). Relevant instructions apply.

6. Collection of Contact Details
For the purpose of infection tracking, a list of participants with date, time, name, address and
telephone number must be kept for each event (templates can be found on the Academy's website).
On request this data will be made available to the responsible health authorities within a period of
three weeks and otherwise deleted after one month.

7. Limitations and Room Sizes
In order to be able to ensure physical distancing, the number of participants per event depends on
the respective sizes of the allocated rooms and the respective forms of work (cf. the relevant
information and room plans).
The maximum number of participants for youth groups (up to 27 years) is 50 people including 2 youth
leaders (this restriction applies until September 30, 2020).
Open air rehearsals and workshops – even possibly in larger groups – are basically possible in the inner
courtyard of the LMA, but must be closely coordinated with LMA & hostel and approved separately.
The noise protection for residents and other guests must be given at all times. Physical distancing
regulations apply.

8. Rooms and Hygiene
The air conditioning system in our rooms has been adjusted in such a way that stale room air is largely
not circulated. Pollutants from the exhaust air of a room can therefore neither be distributed in the
room nor in the entire building. The supply air consists mainly of filtered fresh air.
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The rooms should additionally be ventilated regularly after 45 minutes.
After every workshop or event public areas in general as well as high touch areas (such as door and
window handles, handrails etc.) including inventory are thoroughly cleaned and disinfected. Hand
disinfection stations at central points in the house are provided with soap and disinfectant available
for staff and guests. Please pay attention to instructions for use.
A fixed set-up of tables, chairs, instruments, music desks and equipment are provided as agreed upon
for all event and conference rooms. This setting must not be changed throughout the stay. In order
to avoid infections via individuals changing between workstations or exchanging objects, a fixed
seating arrangement and a personalized assignment of the equipment provided must be adhered to.
All parties involved are invited to bring their own requisites wherever possible.

9. Hostel Cafeteria Meals (Jugendgästehaus)
In order to further minimize personal encounters and to have time to disinfect surfaces and dining
tables regularly, meals in the cafeteria of the hostel are served in shifts for a limited number of
people each. To this end each group is appointed a certain timeframe. Groups are asked to follow
this schedule strictly. It is strongly advised that individuals who work closely together or share a room
at the hostel also sit at tables together during their meals.
In addition to the general collection of contact data at the LMA, an individual documentation form
must be completed by every guest for each and every meal consumed in the cafeteria. It is
recommended that pre-filled sheets may be brought, which only need to be signed.

10. Accommodation in Dorm Rooms
The current mandatory measures allow accommodation in dorm rooms – even if the individuals
accommodated in one room are not members of one household. However, the option should be used
with moderation and caution – for example, when working closely together anyway.

11. Public Events and Performances
Additional arrangements must be appointed for public events, in particular to limit the number of
visitors (depending on the general rules of physical distancing), to manage entry and exit, and to
ensure general safety.
Visitors are only allowed to attend an event seated. As long as people are moving to and from their
seats, a community mask must be worn.
For each event, the contact details of all visitors are collected and stored.
Guest visits outside of approved public events are not permitted.

12. Conduct in Case of Suspected Infection
Individuals with occurring COVID-19 symptoms are to inform the medical on-call service (Tel. 116 117)
and their event management as well as the on-call service of the LMA. The information is then
forwarded to the management of the LMA and to the local health authorities.
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Important Telephone Numbers
On-call academy (LMA)

0174 9303 705

On-call hostel (JGH)

05331 730 99 51

Police

110

Fire Service

112

Medical on-call

116 117

Health Authority (Wolfenbüttel)

05331 84 503
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Appendix 2 Limitations and Room Sizes
Limitation depends on room size. For each person a space of 5 m2 must be provided at the minimum.

Academy
Orchestersaal / orchestra hall (362,5 m2)

70 (including stage area), 54 (without)

Tonstudio / recording studio (100 m2)

8

Tonregie / sound studio (32 m2)

4

Kammermusiksaal / chamber music hall (159 m2)

32

Rhythmiksaal / dance hall (104,5 m2)

21

Perkussionsstudio / percussion studio (67,5 m2)

12

Proberaum 1 / practice room 1 (67 m2)

12

Proberaum 2 / practice room 2 (48,5 m2)

10

Proberaum 3 / practice room 3 (50,5 m2)

10

Villa Seeliger
Musiksalon / music salon (70,9 m2)

14

Gelber Salon / yellow salon (61,5 m2)

12

Probezelle / practice cell (16,5 m2)

3

Proberaum 4 / practice room 4 (40,5 m2)

8

CSC (49 m2)

10

Proberaum 5 / practice room 5 (41,6 m2)
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